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Abst ract - -Th is  paper deals with the connections existing between fuzzy set theory and fuzzy rela- 
tional databases. Our new result dealing with fuzzy relations is how to calculate the greatest lower 
bound (glb) of two similarity relations. Our main contributions in fuzzy relational databases are 
establishing from fuzzy set theory what a fuzzy relational database should be (the result is both 
surprising and elegant), and making fuzzy relational databases even more robust. 
Our work in fuzzy relations and in fuzzy databases had led us into other interesting problems--two 
of which we mention in this paper. The first is primarily mathematical,  and the second provides yet 
another connection between fuzzy set theory and artificial intelligence. In understanding similarity 
relations in terms of other fuzzy relations and in making fuzzy databases more robust, we work 
with closure and interior operators; we present some important properties of these operators. In 
establishing the connection between fuzzy set theory and artificial intelligence, we show that an 
abstraction on a set is in fact a partit ion on the set; that is, an abstraction defines an equivalence 
relation on the underlying set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is divided into six sections. Section 1, the introduction, gives an overview of the paper. 
Also, since partitions and equivalence r lations are used throughout the paper, the definitions of 
these two concepts and the relationship between them are given at the end of this section. The 
second section is an abstract discussion of the properties of closure and interior operators. These 
properties are used in the remainder of the paper. 
Section 3 deals with fuzzy relations. Specifically, we discuss the connections between similarity 
relations and equivalence r lations [1-4]. These connections were mentioned in Zadeh's original 
article [4], but it seems that in some applications the results and benefits of these connections have 
been overlooked. In this section we also show how to find least upper bounds and greatest lower 
bounds of collections of similarity relations; these results themselves follow from the connections 
between similarity relations and equivalence r lations. 
T The fourth section is devoted to fuzzy relational databases. Working again from the connections 
between similarity relations and equivalence r lations, we state what a fuzzy relational database 
should be. Our answer, which is in the spirit of Buckles and Petry's work [5-7], is both surprising 
and elegant. We also explain why in our earlier work [8,9] we preferred proximity relations to 
similarity relations for defining fuzzy relational databases. In more general terms, we show why 
in our fuzzy database model, which is based on equivalence r lations, it is often better to work 
temporarily with general set relations. (Since the term relation is used in so many different ways 
in this paper, we sometimes use the expression set relation when one would normally use relation.) 
In Section 5, we verify that equivalence r lations (or partitions) and abstractions are equivalent 
concepts. Section 6 includes a short summary and some suggestions for future work. 
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DEFINITION. Let S be a set and let P = {ei] i • I} be a family of non-empty subset orS. Then, 
P is a partition on S whenewer 
(i) e~ n ej = q~, (ei # ej), 
00 Ue,  = D. 
Each ei • P is called an equivalence class. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a set and let R be a relation on S, i.e., R C_ S x S. R is an equivalence 
relation i fR  satisfies the following properties for any x, y, z • S, 
(i) (x,x) E R, 
Oi) (x, y) • n implies (~, ~) • n, 




A natural connection exists between partitions on a non-empty set S and equivalence relations 
on S. If P is a partition on S, then we can define an equivalence relation, -~, by x ,-, y if and 
only if x and y are in the same element of the partition; and if ,-~ is an equivalence relation on 
S, then ,~ defines the partition P where x and y are in the same element of the partition if and 
only ff x ,-~ y. The elements of the partition which ,,~ defines are, of course, equivalence classes; 
and if x is in S, then the equivalence class containing x is denoted by [x]. 
The correspondence b tween equivalence relations and partitions does exist for the empty set. 
When S is the empty set, the empty relation is an equivalence relation; and the empty partition, 
i.e., the empty set itself, is a partition on S. 
2. CLOSURE AND INTERIOR OPERATORS 
Closure operators eem to be discussed more often than interior operators though the only 
difference between the two is the "direction" of the ordering on the underlying partially ordered 
set (poser). A closure operator becomes an interior operator and an interior operator becomes a
closure operator whenever the order on the underlying poset is replaced with its dual order; the 
definitions for both kinds of operators are given below. However, because of the bias in favor of 
closure operators, the results in this section will be proven only for closure operators; the dual 






The images of c are called closed points. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a poser. A function i : P ,  
Let P be a poser. A function c : P ~ P is a closure operator on P if, 
c is order preserving, i.e., p < p' implies e(p) < c(p'), 
p < c(p), fo ra l lpEP ,  
c(p) = c(c(p)),  for all p • e. 
for MI p, p' E P, 
P is an interior operator on P if, 
O) i is order preserving, 
Oi) i(p) <__ p, for ~21 p e e, 
(iii) i(p) = i(i(p)), for all p E P. 
The images of i are called open points. 
The function c with domain P defines an equivalence relation (,,-) on P; namely, for any 
p, p' E P, p "- p' if and only if c(p) = c(p'). Since c is a closure operator, these equivalence classes 
fit in P in a special way; they fit "horizontaly" in P. This horizontal fitting is made precise in the 
next proposition. Intuitively, the proposition says that if e adn e ~ are two different equivalence 
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classes and if part of e lies below part of e', then no part of e' can be below any part of e. Thus, 
the equivalence classes are like horizontal layers in P. 
Before presenting the proposition, we first examine the closed points and equivalence classes 
in P a little more closely in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let P be a poset, and let c be a closure operator on P. I f  p is a closed point, then 
c(p) = p. I re is an equivalence class in P, then e contains precisely one closed point; and that 
point is the greatest element in e. 
PROOF. Let p be a closed point. There exists q E P with c(q) = p. Since c is a closure operator, 
c(c(q)) = c(q); and thus, c(p) = p. Let e be an equivalence class in P. From the definition of the 
equivalence relation, there exists p' E P with c(x) = p' if and only if x E e. Since p' is a closed 
point, c(p') = p', i.e., p' E e. I fp"  is a closed point different from p', then c(p") is p" and not p'; 
thus, p~ cannot be in e. Hence, there is a unique closed point in e. If x is an arbitrary element 
in e, then c(x) = p'; and by condition (ii) in the definition of a closure operator, x < p'. | 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a poser, and let c he a closure operator on P. Suppose that q is an 
element of P and that p is a closed point. Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) c(q) = p, 
(ii) q < p and if p t is a dosed point with q < p~, then p <_ p~. 
PROOF. Assuming (i), we get q < p because q < c(q). If p' is a closed point with q < p', then 
c(q) < c(p') because c is order-preserving. It follows that p < p' because c(q) = p and c( f )  = p'. 
Assuming (ii), from q < p, we have that c(a) < c(p); and thus, c(q) < p. However, since c(q) is a 
closed point and q < c(q), it follows that p < c(q). Thus, c(q) = p. | 
Since the equivalence classes fit horizontally in P, we call them levels; and since each equivalence 
class has a unique closed element, we often refer to a level by its closed point. Thus, equivalent 
(i) of the last proposition could be restated as 
1 
q is in the p-level. 
In the following, we use c[P] for the set of all images of c, i.e., for the set of all closed points. 
Also, we abbreviate greatest lower bound with glb and abbreviate least upper bound with lub. The 
glb's are often called meets, and the lub's are often called joins. 
PR.OPOSlTION. I f  greatest lower bounds (either for pairs of elements, for finite subsets or for 
arbitrary subsets) are defined in P, then they are also defined (for similar subsets) in c[P]. In 
fact, if N is a subset of c[P], then glbp(N) = glbc[v](N). 
PROOF. Let g -- glbp(N); then g _< n, for each n E N. Thus, c(g) < c(n), for each n E N. But 
since each n is a closed point, c(g) < n, for each n E N; thus, c(g) is a lower bound for N in 
P. But since g is the greatest lower bound of N and since g < c(g), then g - c(g). Therefore, 
glbp(N) is in fact in c[P]. Thus, glbc[p](N) exists, and it is equal to glbp(N). | 
COROLLARY. I f  N is a subset ore[P], then glbp(N) is in c[P]. 
PROPOSITION. I f  least upper bounds (either for pairs of elements, for finite subsets or for arbi- 
trary subsets) are defined in P, then they are also defined (for similar subsets) in c[P]. In fact, 
if Y is a subset ore[P], then lubp(N) < lub¢[p](N); and lube[p](N) = c( lubp(g)) .  
PROOF. The proof is similar to the one for Proposition 2, except that one cannot show that 
lube(N)  is an element of c[P]. And as the following example shows, it need not be the case that 
lubp(N) is in c[P]. | 
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In this example, the elements a, c, d, and e are closed points, i.e., c(a) = a, c(b) = a, c(c) -- c, 
c(d) = d, and c(e) = e. If  Y = {e, d}, then lubp(N) = b, but lube[pl(g ) -- a. 
THEOREM 1. I f  P is a (complete) lattice and if c is a closure operator on P, then c[P] is also a 
complete lattice; however, it may not be a sublattice (because of the "unequal" lub 's). 
PttOPOSITION. Let P be a complete lattice, and let c be a closure operator. If a level (or 
equivalence class) e has a least element, then e is also a complete lattice. 
PROOF. If  e has a least element, then the lub's and glb's of subsets of e are caught between the 
closed element in e and the least element in e. II 
The two propositions before Theorem 1 tell us how to find glb's and iub's in c[P] of subsets 
of c[P], if the corresponding fib's and lub's exist in P. For glb's, we simply take the fib's in P, 
and for lub's, we take the closures of the lub's in P. The next proposition tells us how to take 
an arbitrary subset of P and find the best approximation from above in c[P] assuming that the 
corresponding lub in P exists. There may not exist a best approximation of a subset of P from 
below in c[P]. 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a poser; let c be a closure operator on P; and let M be a subset of P. 
If lubp( M) exists, then the smallest element in c[P] which is greater than or equal to each m in 
M is c(lubp(M)). 
PROOF. lubp(M) is the smallest element in P which is greater than or equal to each m E M, 
and c(lube(M)) is the least element in c[P] which is greater than or equal to lubp(M). | 
The following are the dual results of this section stated in terms of interior operators. 
LEMMA. Let P be a poset, and let i be an interior operator on P. If p is an open point, then 
i(p) = p. If e is an equivalence class in P, then e contains precisely one open point; and that 
point is the least element in e. 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a poser, and let i be an interior operator on P. Suppose that q is an 
element of P and that p is an open point. Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) i (q) = p, 
(ii) p <_ q and if p' is an open point with p' < q, then p' < p. 
PROPOSITION. I f  least upper bounds (either for pairs of elements, for finite subsets or for arbi- 
trary subsets) are defined in P, then they are also defined (for similar subsets) in i[P]. In fact, 
if N is a subset of i[P], then lubp(N) = lubc[e](N). 
COROLLARY. I f  N is a subset of i[P], then lubp(N) is in i[P]. 
PROPOSITION. I f  greatest lower bounds (either for pairs of elements, for finite subsets or for 
arbitrary subsets) are defined in P, then they are also defined (for similar subsets) in i[P]. In 
fact, if N is a subset of i[P], then glbi[v](N) <_ glbe(N); and glbi[p](N) = i(glbp(N)). 
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THEOREM 2. If P is a (complete) lattice and if i is an interior operator, then i[P] is also a 
complete lattice; however, it may not be a sublatfice (because of the “unequal” glb’s). 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a complete lattice, and let i be an interior operator. If a level (or 
equivalence dass) e has a greatest element, then e is also a complete lattice. 
PROPOSITION. Let P be a poset; let a’ be an interior operator on P; and let M be a subset of P. 
Hglbp(M) exists, then the greatest element in c[P] which is less than or equal to each m in M 
is i(glbp(M)). 
The results in this section could also have been obtained by beginning with a closure or interior 
operator, and from this operator defining a Lagois or a Galois connection. Then the results about 
Lagois or Galois connections from [lO,ll] could be applied. However, we feel that a digression to 
Lagois or Galois connections is beyond the scope of this paper; and further, it seems inappropriate 
to present these results in the setting of closure and interior operators. 
3. FUZZY RELATIONS 
In this section we start with two sets X and Y, and work with various collections of fuzzy 
relations from X to Y, and various collection of set relations from X to Y. In some cases, 
when, for example, the fuzzy relations are similarity relations, or the set relations are equivalence 
relations, we of course assume that X = Y. 
Natural orders exist on the collections of fuzzy relations and the collections of set relations. 
In [4], the following partial order is given for the collection of all fuzzy relations from X to Y; we 
call this collection of fuzzy relations F R. 
DEFINITION. Let frl and frz be fuzzy relations in F R. Then, frl 5 (~1 fr2 if and only if 
pjrl (z, Y) 5 /-+a(2> Y) f or every (2, y) E X x Y, (pr,. is the membership function for f r E F R; 
it is a function from X X Y to [O,l].) 
The poset (F R, 5 (F)) is a complete lattice where for A E F R, the glb of A and the lub of A 
are defined via the following membership functions: 
&lb(A)(? Y) = $b&(+, Y) 1 a E A), for each (c, Y) E X X Y, 
hb(A)(Z, y) = Wp,(z, 9) 1 a E A), for each (c, Y) E X X Y. 
Shortly we shall see that if the functions, P : FR - FRandS : FR c--) FR,aredefined 
by 
P(fr) = the largest proximity relation 5 (F) f r, 
and 
S(fr) = the largest similarity relation < (F) f r, 
then P and S are both closure operators on F R. It therefore follows that if P R and S R are the 
collection of all proximity relations from X to Y and the collection of all similarity relations from 
X to Y, respectively, then P R and S R are also both complete lattices. Since P R and S R are 
complete lattices, we can find glb’s and lub’s of subsets of P R and S R, respectively. Further, 
since F R has glb’s we can for arbitrary sets of fuzzy relations find the best approximating (from 
above) proximity and similarity relations. 
If Set R is the collection of all set relations from X to Y, then there is a natural order on Set R 
given by 
srl 5 (S) sr2, iff srl > sr2. 
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In [4] Zadeh shows that a one-to-one correspondence exists between the collection of fuzzy 
relations from X to Y and the collection of chains (linearly ordered subsets) of set relations from 
X to Y where the chains have the properties: (i) each chain is indexed by a subset of [0, 1], and 
(ii) if n and n ~ are indices for a chain and if n <_ n ~, then if rn is the set relation indexed by n and 
if rn, is the set relation indexed by n~,rn _< (s) rn,. The second condition states that as one moves 
"up" in a fuzzy relation, the slices or alpha-level sets become smaller. As is mentioned in [4] a 
fuzzy relation is a similarity relation if and only if each set relation in the corresponding chain is 
an equivalence relation. A similar result hods for proximity relations where the set relations in 
the corresponding chain must be reflexive and symmetric. The two conditions for chains given 
above are in this paper referred to as conditions ccl and cc2, respectively. 
It is well known that if one begins with a set relation on X and if one adds just enough ordered 
pairs to make the relation reflexive and symmetric, then this construction is a closure operator. 
Another closure operator is defined by beginning with a set relation and replacing it with the 
smallest equivalence relation which contains it. We define these two closure operations as 
rs: SetR I ~ SetR, 
where rs(r)  is the smallest reflexive and symmetric relation containing r, and 
eq: SetR ~ , SetR, 
where eq(r) is the smallest equivalence relation containing r. 
We can use rs and eq to define P and S. In defining S, we begin with a fuzzy relation f r ,  
and we apply eq to each set relation in the chain corresponding to f t .  Since each set relation 
in the chain is now an equivalence relation, the chain corresponds to a similarity relation; this 
similarity relation is S ( f r ) .  P is defined in a similar manner; rs is applied to each set relation in 
the chain corresponding to f t .  
PROPOSITION. P and S are closure operators on F R. 
PROOF. S is order preserving on F /~ because q is order preserving on SetR. For f r  E F R, 
f r  <_ (F) S ( f r )  because, for any set relation r, we have that r _< (s) eg(r); and S(S( f r ) )  = S( f r )  
because q(eq(r)) = eq(r) for each set relation r. A similar proof shows that P is a closure 
operator. II 
We can now for example take two similarity relations sl  and s2, and find similarity relations 
s and s ~ such that s is the best approximation of sl  and s2 from below and s ~ is the best 
approximation of sl and s2 from above. The definition of s can be naturally expressed in terms 
of sl  and s2; 
#, (x, y) = min{#sl (x, y), ps2 (x, y)}, for each (x, y) E X x ]/. 
For the results given in the previous ection, it should not be surprising that s has a very simple 
definition in terms of sl and s2; in the last section, we saw that the glb in S R of sl  and s2 is 
simply the glb in F R. However, to find the lub in S R of sl and s2, we need to find the lub in 
FR and then apply the closure operator to the result. In this case, to find the best similarity 
relation which approximates sl and s2 from above, we: (i) match up the corresponding chains 
index by index (this may involve some reindexing of the chains); (ii) union the set relation with 
equal indices (this computes the lub in F R); and (iii) take the equivalence class closure of each 
union (this is the closure operation). The resulting chain is the lub of sl and s2 in S R. This 
process is easily performed for finite similarity relations. 
4. FUZZY RELAT IONAL DATABASES 
The concept of a fuzzy database relation has been independently introduced by several authors 
[5-9,12,13]. However, apart from employing certain elements of fuzzy set theory their models 
differ widely. Buckles and Petry [5-7] have developed a relational database model in which the 
tuple components are defined in terms of alpha-level sets from similarity relations; the definition 
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of these components relies heavily on the transitivity property of similar relations. In our early 
papers [8,9], we believed that we had defined a generalization of Buckles and Petry's model. A 
database relation in our model is defined so that both a domain set an equivalence relation on 
the set are associated with each attribute of the relation. Furthermore, the tuple components 
are restricted to being non-empty subsets of the equivalence classes. Our model was thought o 
generalize Buckles and Petry's work because tuple components in their model are always non- 
empty subsets of equivalence classes. However, as seen from [4] and from this paper, our early 
work is essentially a reformulation of Buckles and Petry's work. It is a worthwhile reformulation 
because it in general makes the model easier to understand; it permits a more natural approach to 
specifying data dependencies and constraints; and in particular it provides a clear understanding 
of when two components and two tuples are redundant. 
The natural question then is: Is there any way to start with the ideas of Buckles and Perry 
and define a fuzzy relational database that is even more fuzzy? It is clear from their work 
and from ours that allowing tuple components to be subsets of equivalence classes leads to an 
elegant model which directly generalizes the classical relational database model [14,15]. In fact, 
basing a database model on equivalence instead of equality is certainly more natural and more in 
line with our normal everyday activities. Further, engaging equivalence in place of equality has 
considerable promise in artificial intelligence applications. But the question we are addressing 
here is: Is there a relational database model which is in more agreement with fuzzy set theory 
than Buckles and Petry's? Buckles and Perry's model is based on equivalence relations, so it is 
immediately derivable from alpha-level sets from a similarity relation. But a similarity relation is 
simply a chain of alpha-level sets. Thus, is there a database model that corresponds to a chain or 
even a complete lattice of equivalence relations? By a complete-latttice-equivalence-class model, 
we mean a relational database model which consists of a collection of fuzzy relational databases, 
in the sense of Buckles and Petty, and this collection of fuzzy relational databases would in some 
sense form a complete lattice. The elements or points in this complete lattice are fuzzy relational 
databases of Buckles and Petry. 
Before we continue, we should consider the benefits of such a complete-lattice-equivalence-class 
model. Since the new model would clearly represent a generalization ofBuckles and Petry's model 
(a Buckles and Petry fuzzy database would be a "trivial" complete-lattice-equivalence-class fuzzy 
database; trivial in the sense that the lattice would contain only one point or element), it would 
also, of course, generalize the classical relational database model. Moreover, as the new model 
would be defined in terms of equivalence, it would also have the many benefits of using equivalence 
in place of equality. The new model promises to be useful in applications of artificial intelligence 
because, as verified in the next section, equivalence r lations are actually abstractions; ince gib's 
and iub's of sets of equivalence relation exist, we can reason in this model. Further, since we 
can store equivalence classes, i.e., abstractions, we can store knowledge. Finally, since we can 
calculate glb's and lub's of equivalence relations, we can also manipulate knowledge. Thus, our 
new model would support storage and reasoning in a single uniform framework. 
When we speak about a complete-lattice-equivalence-class model it is important to first consider 
the sense in which it is a complete lattice. In our (simple) equivalence class model, each database 
has a scheme as in the classical relational database model. However, with each attribute we 
associate not just a domain set but a domain set and an equivalence relation on the set. In 
the new model we would associate with each attribute a domain set and a complete lattice of 
equivalence r lations. For sure, in practice, this complete lattice of equivalence relations would be 
small, i.e., there would only be a few points (equivalence r lations) in the lattice. But for any two 
equivalence relations their glb and lub would also be in the lattice. Further, we would require for 
each relation scheme that the size and structure of each complete lattice of equivalence relations 
for each attribute would be the same. Thus, for a relation scheme R(A, B) the complete lattice 
of equivalence relations for A and the complete lattice of equivalence relations for B would both 
have the same number of points, and the glb's and lub's would occur at the matching points. 
Since the size and structure of each complete lattice for relation scheme R is same, we can make 
this structure part of the scheme. Thus, we can write RL(A, B) where L is the complete lattice 
structure. The statement above about having the glb's and lub's occur at matching points can 
be made precise. For each attribute in R, there is an associated omain set and an associated 
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complete lattice of equivalence relations. Each complete lattice has the same structure as L. 
Thus, for i E L, we let l A and IB be the equivalence relations at position I in the lattices for A 
and B, respectively. By requiring that the glb's and lub's occur at matching points, we mean 
IA -" glb{l~A,l~) iff IB ---- glb{l~,l~}, 
and a similar condition for the lub's holds. Thus, having gib's and lub's occuring at matching 
points means that glb's and lub's occur at the same points in L for all the attributes. In other 
words, all the complete lattices of equivalence relations for the attributes are isomorphic as 
complete lattice. 
DEFINITION. A generalized fuzzy relational database relation is defined by a relation scheme 
RL(A1,A2, . . . ,  An) where each Ai is an attribute name and L is a complete lattice. With each 
Ai is associated a domain set Di and a complete lattice of equivalence relations on Di. Further, 
each complete lattice of equivalence relations is isomorphic to L. 
This general model is very closely linked to similarity relations and has been studied in [9]. 
The equivalence class model and the complete-lattice-equivalence-class model are both elegant 
database models whose definitions are clearly dependent on equivalence relations and equivalence 
classes. However, the models as presented are almost too dependent on equivalence relations 
because these equivalence relations are not sensitive to the data actually present in a database 
relation. (We call the data which is present in a relation active data.) We also have in our model 
functional dependencies which are similar to classical functional dependencies. If R(X, Y)  is a 
relation scheme in a classical relational database and if there is a functional dependency from X 
to Y, it does not follow that there exists a function f : X ,  ) Y such that each relation in the 
scheme R is a subset of f--considering f as a set of ordered pairs. The functional dependency 
from X to Y means that in each instance of this scheme there exists a function from the set of 
active values in X to the active values in Y. 
We would like to be able to implement our equivalence class databases so that the equivalence 
relation constraints are sensitive to the active values. However, if for a given attribute A and its 
domain set D we define an equivalence r lation on D, then if two elements d, d ~ E D are equivalent 
or related with respect o D, they are also equivalent in every subset of D which contains them 
both. To see why it is important for the equivalence to be sensitive to the active values, consider 
the following hypothetical situation. 
We are preparing a list of guests for a social, and we want to be careful that for everyone invited 
there will be an acquaintance at the social with whom he or she can talk. After making our list, 
we realize that there are two people, Aaron and Cindy, on the list who are not acquainted with 
anyone else on the list. We could remove Aaron and Cindy from the list, but we very much want 
to invite them. After puzzling over the situation for a while, we remember that we know a very 
pleasant person named Brenda who knows both Aaron and Cindy. By adding Brenda to our 
list of invitees, everyone will have an acquaintance at the social, and we fully expect hat Aaron 
and Cindy will fully enjoy each others company. (Aaron and Cindy are "related" via Brenda.) 
The social turned out quite well. Except as it goes with socials not everyone was able to make 
it; unfortunately, Brenda had to work. Thus, though according to our plan Aaron and Cindy 
were "related", they didn't even notice each other; and both left early to go somewhere else more 
enjoyable. 
In our database model we are faced with requiring equivalence relations on the one hand and 
with not wanting them all the time on the other. The solution is to define with each attribute a
set relation in the equivalence class model and a complete lattice of set relations in the complete- 
lattice-equivalence-class model. Then, whenever we need equivalence classes or an equivalence 
relation, we can take the equivalence relation closure of the given relation with respect o the 
set of active data elements. This solution is useful in practice because we can define natural 
occuring relations. We do not have to force our associated relations to be equivalence relations 
if the relationships between the elements don't yield an equivalence relation. Also, we do not 
need to start with similarity relations when we use a fuzzy relation to define a fuzzy database; 
we can begin with an arbitrary fuzzy relation and obtain the required equivalence relations from 
the closures. 
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5. ABSTRACTIONS AND EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 
Throughout this paper we state that an abstraction is an equivalence r lation, i.e., a partition. 
To verify this claim, we assume that we are given a set D. Further, we assume that we are 
not concerned with all the details or characteristics of the elements of D; we are only concerned 
with certain characteristics of the elements. Thus, we are interested in an abstraction of D, the 
abstraction which focuses on the important (to us) characteristics of the elements. 
Is there a precise mathematical description of our abstraction? To answer this question, let us 
consider the nature of the abstraction on D. It is clear that there may be elements in D which are 
distinct (i.e., they are different elements) but which are equal or equivalent when viewed through 
the abstraction, i.e., the characteristics which make them distinct are unimportant to us. Thus, 
the abstraction groups equivalent elements together. Further, each element has a value for each 
important characteristic. Thus, it is clear which elements are grouped together, and it is never 
the case that one element could be put into two different groups. Lastly each element is placed 
into a group even if a group consists only of itself. Therefore, it follows that each abstraction on 
a set can be naturally identified with a partition on that set. 
If we start with a partition on a set, we can also define an abstraction wich agrees with the 
partition. Finding this abstraction may seem difficult because it may not be immediately clear 
what the "important" characteristics are. However, this problem is only one of perspective. We 
can collect all the values for all the characteristics of the element in D, rearrange these into 
new characteristics sets, and then find an abstraction which would yield the given partition. (We 
might need to add certain dummy values to some of the elements so that each element would have 
a value for each new characteristic, but there are enough original values to make the argument 
work because in D all the elements are distinct, i.e., each element has at least one value which 
no other element has.) 
This identification of abstractions and equivalence classes is extremely useful because it pro- 
vides precise and formal meanings for comparable and incomparable abstractions. Comparable 
and incomparable abstractions are those abstractions whose identified equivalence r lations are 
comparable or incomparable, respectively. Further, since the collection of all equivalence r la- 
tions on a set is a complete lattice, we can compute the best approximating abstractions from 
arbitrary sets of abstractions. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Our work demonstrates that equivalence r lations form the essence of a generalized relational 
database model--one that simultaneously embodies the classical relational model as well as an 
entire class of fuzzy relational models. Moreover, we show that equivalence relations can be 
easily induced from arbitrary fuzzy relations. This result is particularly significant for it holds 
the key to enhancing classical database models to capture and articulate information in the 
real world. The identity relation is the simplest equivalence relation. It forms the basis of 
classical information organization methodologies, and its very definition suggests that it may only 
embody ideal information, i.e., only information that is completely precise. In contrast, a fuzzy 
relation can capture the spectrum of subjective quivalences xisting between domain elements; 
these subjective quivalences are in fact the essence of non-ideal or real information. Thus, the 
ability to induce an equivalence r lation from arbitrary fuzzy relations provides a mechanism for 
constructing a database model that, not only closely conforms with classical strategies, but at 
the same time extends them to capture and articulate abstraction. 
The complete-lattice-equivalence-class modeldeveloped entirely from equivalence r lations is 
mathematically sophisticated. Nevertheless, despite its apparent complexity, it is in fact simplistic 
for it reformulates relational databases in terms of the primitive notion of an equivalence r lation. 
The model possesses the power to effectively capture, manipulate, and reason with abstraction; 
this has special appeal in artificial intelligence applications. However, the model also promises 
to have significant applications in data security where the same abstraction mechanism can be 
employed in hiding sensitive information. Future efforts should be focused on fully developing 
these important applications; the investigations will be greately assisted by the formal lattice- 
theoretic framework presented in this work. 
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